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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Historic and current injustices, both in public policy and in broader society, have
resulted in vast disparities in income and wealth across race and ethnicity. Employment
discrimination has denied good job opportunities to people of color. An uneven system
of public education funding advantages wealthier white people and produces unequal
educational outcomes. Racist policies such as redlining and discrimination in lending
practices have denied countless Black families the opportunity to become homeowners
or business owners, creating extraordinary differences in intergenerational wealth. These
inequities have long-lasting effects that compound over time.
State and local tax policies interact with this severe inequality in important ways.
Revenues raised through taxes are vital to funding public investments in education, health,
and the safety net, all of which can help combat inequality. But some state tax systems
exacerbate racial income inequality by taxing low-income people, a disproportionate
share of whom are people of color, at higher rates than other families. Such regressive tax
structures can make racial income inequality worse as incomes become more unequal
after state and local taxes. A progressive system for raising revenue, however, can
narrow racial income gaps by asking more of families with the highest incomes, who are
predominately white. When state policymakers leave immense racial and ethnic income
inequality unaddressed in state tax codes, they solidify that inequality.
It is difficult for policymakers and the public to fully understand the impact of tax
laws across race and ethnicity in part because tax return data do not include information
on taxpayers’ races. To fill this void, we have merged tax and survey data within our
microsimulation tax model to allow for race and ethnicity-specific tax estimates. We
use this new capacity in this report to illuminate how state and local tax policies have
differential impacts across race.
Consumption taxes, most notably general sales taxes, are the most regressive type of
taxes relied on by state and local governments and the most significant drivers of racial
inequity in state and local tax codes. Low- and middle-income families pay a larger share
of their incomes in consumption taxes than the rich. While most low-income taxpayers
are white because they remain a majority of the U.S. population, a disproportionate
share of Black, Hispanic, Indigenous and other households of color are in lower-income
groups due to the legacy of racist public policies and ongoing discrimination. So, policies
that disadvantage low-income individuals and families—like heavy reliance on sales and
excise taxes—have a disproportionately negative effect on people of color. Wealthier
white families, who enjoy systemic advantages that have positioned them to save and
build their wealth, tend to pay lower sales and excise tax rates since the portion of
income set aside into savings is only taxed after a lengthy delay, if at all.
Income taxes can help to address income inequality by asking more of families with
higher incomes, thus narrowing post-tax income gaps between high and low-income
taxpayers. Flat-rate income taxes, or those littered with carveouts for investors or other
high-income families, have limited potential to reduce yawning racial income gaps.
Robust, progressive personal income taxes—which include meaningfully graduated tax
rates, broad bases, and significant refundable low-income tax credits—are more effective
at narrowing the racial income gap. Income taxes are, of course, just one part of a much
larger package of policies needed to address inequality as evidenced by the fact that
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states with robust income taxes continue to experience severe racial income inequality
even after those taxes are applied.
The effect of real estate property taxes across race and ethnicity is nuanced and
complex. Vast differences in intergenerational wealth and a long history of racist housing
policy have allowed white households to achieve homeownership rates far beyond
those in communities of color. Those forces, together with white homebuyers’ aversion
to living in areas with large nonwhite populations, have also led to significantly higher
market values for white-owned homes relative to those owned by people of color. These
factors can lead to higher property tax payments and, as a result, better-funded schools
in majority white areas. But renters, a disproportionate share of whom are people of
color, also pay the property tax indirectly through their rent payments. Compounding
the challenges in property tax payments, housing segregation and assessment
discrimination can result in higher tax bills for people of color relative to what white
homeowners in similarly valued homes pay.
The overall tax level also has important consequences for racial equity, as states
need robust revenues to fund deep investments in services and institutions that can
advance racial and economic equity. Adequate funding for education, health, childcare,
affordable housing, and other priorities is essential for moving toward broadly shared
prosperity. A regressive tax code that asks the least of high-income families will struggle
to raise adequate revenues during times when affluent, predominately white families, are
enjoying an outsized share of all new income growth.
One way this report illustrates the disparate impact of various tax policies is by
comparing and contrasting taxes in Tennessee and Minnesota, two states with
dramatically different tax codes. Tennessee does not levy a personal income tax, relies
very heavily on sales taxes to fund public services and institutions, and does not offer any
refundable credits to low-income families. As a result of these policy choices, Tennessee’s
tax code is worsening racial income gaps. Hispanic and Black families are taxed at higher
average rates than higher-income white residents. Relative to the statewide average,
Black families tend to pay an additional 1 percent of their income in Tennessee state and
local taxes while Hispanic families pay an additional 0.9 percent.
Minnesota, by contrast, levies a robust personal income tax with refundable credits
for low-income families and higher rates for top earners, thereby allowing the state to
rely less heavily on regressive sales taxes. Minnesota appropriately taxes lower-income
groups at rates slightly below the statewide average. Black families, for instance, pay
a rate 0.4 percentage points below average while Indigenous families pay an average
rate 0.5 percent below average, and Hispanic families’ average rate is 0.7 percent below
average. White families, by contrast, pay slightly more on average because they have
higher average incomes. Overall, by tending to tax people of color at slightly lower rates
than white families with higher incomes, Minnesota’s tax system slightly mitigates racial
income inequality. Of course, high-income households of color pay taxes above the state
average and poor white families pay tax rates below the state average. And to be clear,
racial income inequality remains intact post tax in Minnesota.
Different tax types have varying impacts on the racial income divide, which has
significant implications for reformers seeking to overhaul their tax codes. Centuries
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of policy advantage and privilege have led to a significant overconcentration of white
families among the nation’s top earners. Because of this, tax policies designed to benefit
high-income or high-wealth taxpayers—like cutting top income tax rates, affording
preferential tax treatment to investors, neglecting to levy estate taxes and other forms of
wealth taxation, and funding government mainly through regressive consumption taxes—
primarily benefit an affluent group of families that is overwhelmingly white. Similarly,
increasing sales and excise taxes to buy down income tax or property tax rates, as many
states have done in recent years, tends to redistribute income away from moderateincome families of all races and mostly toward wealthier white families instead.
Raising income taxes to lessen reliance on regressive sales and excise taxes can help
state tax systems move toward easing the racial income divide, or at least not worsening
it. Taxing the rich at higher rates is arguably
the most important thing state and local
government can do to improve racial equity
in their tax codes both because of the direct
effect of the tax on narrowing income divides
and because of the public investments made
possible by the revenue that such a reform can
raise. Higher taxes on top earners, a group that
is disproportionately white, allow states to use
their tax codes to reduce racial inequity.

Policymakers can
generate more economic
and racial equity with
better decisions about
state and local taxes.

Socioeconomic disparities by race and ethnicity extend beyond current income levels,
and it is important to account for those differences when assessing the impact of taxes
on racial equity. Years of racism and discrimination across all segments of society—the
housing market, labor market, financial industry, education systems, criminal justice,
and other areas—have prevented people of color from building wealth on the same level
as white families. Policies that advantage wealth, such as tax subsidies for investment
or business income, therefore disproportionately favor white households even if income
is held constant. Similarly, Black and Hispanic households are much less likely than
white households of the same income level to own their homes, and this tilts certain
tax policies such as the mortgage interest deduction, property tax deduction, exclusion
of gains on home sales, and other homeowner-only tax breaks heavily in favor of white
households.
Policymakers can generate more economic and racial equity with better decisions
about state and local taxes. By enacting progressive income taxes with more brackets
at the top, restoring estate or inheritance taxes, taxing earnings from wealth at least as
much as earnings from work, and taxing wealth itself, policymakers can meaningfully
address economic and racial inequality and create a more equitable nation.
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INTRODUCTION
Nearly all state tax codes are upside-down. They collect a larger share of income in
taxes from those with the lowest incomes than from those with the highest. While
revenues raised through taxes are vital to funding public investments in education,
health, and the safety net that help to combat income inequality, ITEP’s Who Pays?
report shows that the lopsided way in which those taxes are collected deepens the
yawning income gap between high-income households and low-income households in
45 states.1 Over-reliance on consumption taxes like sales and excise taxes are hallmarks
of the most regressive state tax codes, or tax codes that require a greater share from
low-income households than from high-income households. State and local tax systems
are demanding the most from those with the least resources while asking comparatively
little of those who already have the most. Yet policy offers tools that could instead reduce
inequality. Some states are starting to pioneer a better approach, offering powerful
lessons for advocates and leaders.
As quantitative tax policy research advances, it is important to expand the scope
of work to include analysis by race when data allow. Policymakers, advocates, and
community members will be better equipped to advance more racially equitable tax
policy when analysts provide stronger racial analysis. This paper adds to the literature
on taxes and race by presenting analyses, based on a merging of tax and survey data, of
state and local effective tax rates by race and ethnicity in two states with very different
tax codes. We use this new capacity in this report to illuminate how state and local tax
policy choices can have differential impacts across race.
Those disparate impacts across race are often an intentional policy choice, such as
under an 1875 property tax cap in Alabama designed to protect former enslavers after
emancipation.2 The cap remains in place to this day. In other instances, the bias may be
less obvious but equally destructive. Disaggregation of tax data by race can expose both
types of discrimination.
State and local tax codes are not the sole contributors to, nor will they be the sole
solution to, racial economic inequities. This report helps to shine light on aspects of state
and local tax structures that widen racial income and wealth gaps and presents solutions
that can instead narrow those gaps. Improving racial economic disparities will not only
help people in affected communities but will also allow society as a whole to benefit from
the shared prosperity that occurs when communities invest in all people’s potential.
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A NOTE ON THE TERMINOLOGY USED IN THIS REPORT
In discussing race and ethnicity, it is necessary to apply labels to groups but also important to
acknowledge that those labels can be limiting, imprecise, or even rejected by many of the people they are
meant to describe.
For instance, we use the term Hispanic in this report to describe people tracing their roots to Latin
America and Spain because it is currently the most widely accepted term among the group it describes.
But we acknowledge that this label is Eurocentric and many members of this group would prefer to be
called Latino or Latinx (a gender-neutral alternative to Latino).
Similarly, we use the term Black to refer to people who describe themselves as Black or African American.
In public opinion polling of Black individuals, these two terms are roughly equally preferred, with a
significant majority of Black people stating that the two terms are equally acceptable.
This report generally refers to people of Native American descent as Indigenous peoples. We use the term
“American Indian” in our table labels and methodology documents as it seems to have reasonably wide
acceptance among the population it describes, it is the term used in the Census surveys on which we
relied in building our model databases, and it is found frequently in statute.
Throughout this report, the term “white” is generally meant to refer only to non-Hispanic white people.
The phrase “people of color” is an inexact term used to describe people who have been marginalized
because of their race or ethnicity. In the context of this report, it is typically meant to refer to groups
facing discrimination that has resulted in below-average incomes or wealth such as Black, Hispanic,
and Indigenous people as well as Native Hawaiians, Pacific Islanders, and many segments of the Asian
community.
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STATE AND LOCAL TAXES EXIST AGAINST A
BACKDROP OF SEVERE RACIAL INEQUITY
Many aspects of capitalism and public policy contribute to racial economic disparities
and tax policy often makes them worse. The result is a system that perpetuates racism
and makes it much more challenging for people of color to achieve the same economic
successes as their white counterparts. The disparities in taxes paid by race reflect broader
social, economic and political injustices.
Federal law “guaranteed” equal employment protection in 1964. Nevertheless, Black and
Hispanic unemployment rates have remained persistently above white unemployment
rates since the 1970s. (The Bureau of Labor Statistics did not begin disaggregating
employment data by race until 1972.)3 During times of crisis, like the Great Recession
and coronavirus pandemic, the gaps worsened.4 In January 2021, while the white
unemployment rate sat at 6.2 percent, the Hispanic rate was 9.4 percent, and the Black
rate was 9.3.5 Employment discrimination and fewer employment opportunities in lowerincome communities are just two of many causes for employment disparities.6
Quality education at all levels is highly indicative of future economic achievements.7
Early childhood education has positive long-term benefits, particularly for low-income
students, but structural challenges stemming from how states and localities tax and
allocate those tax dollars mean many Black and Hispanic students often attend underresourced schools.8 These early advantages for white students snowball. Later in life,
white adults are more likely to hold a four-year degree than their Black and Hispanic
peers.9 Households headed by someone with at least a four-year degree earn on average
four times as much as those headed by someone with only a high school diploma.10 But
the pernicious impact of systemic racism does not end on graduation day.11 Black college
graduates carry far more student loan debt than white graduates on average, due in
large part to differences in family wealth. Those higher debt loads impact Black families’
ability to build wealth for the long-term, as evidenced by the fact that the wealth gap
between college-educated white households and college-educated Black households
has grown significantly in recent years.12
Once in the labor force, people of color tend to earn less than their white counterparts
due to inequities in educational opportunities and discrimination in pay and hiring,
among other reasons. The median income for white households in 2019 was $86,000,
compared to $63,000 for Hispanic households, $56,000 for Indigenous households, and
$54,000 for Black households.13 Asian households’ median income was $109,000 that
year, though it is important to note that this figure is skewed upward by the fact that
a disproportionate share of Asian households live in high-cost areas such as California,
Hawaii, and New York, and that many segments of the Asian community have median
incomes far below this level.14
According to ITEP analyses, white households are also more likely than most other
race or ethnic groups to be among each state’s top earners. While 69 percent of
households nationwide are white, they comprise 79 percent of top earners (defined as
the top 20 percent of earners, or those earning over $114,000 in 2019). Just 9 percent of
Black and Indigenous households and 11 percent of Hispanic households are among this
group, compared to 23 percent of white households.15
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While most of those in poverty are white, people of color experience poverty at higher
rates. Under the supplemental poverty measure, which accounts for cash income as well
as noncash benefits and tax credits, 18.9 percent of Hispanic households were in poverty
in 2019 along with 18.3 percent of Black households, 11.7 percent of Asian households,
and 8.2 percent of white households.16 The relatively high rate of poverty among Asian
households, despite this group’s above-average income overall, is an indication of the
diversity of communities and economic circumstances seen within this group. While
poverty rates under the supplemental poverty measure are not reported for American
Indian, Alaska Native, Native Hawaiian, and other Pacific Islander families, it is clear from
other datasets that these groups experience high rates of poverty as well.
While this study focuses primarily on income and taxes paid as a share of income,
there is also an important interplay between systemic racism and wealth that is highly
relevant to the impact of taxes across race. Income can be used to survive from day to
day and provide for immediate needs. Wealth, or the stock of resources accumulated
over time, provides a safety net and allows for investments in the future like paying for
college, buying a home, or retiring with security. Since the 1980s, wealth has become
increasingly concentrated in the hands of a few. From 1986 to 2016, 99.4 percent of all
gains in wealth went to the wealthiest 20 percent. In the same period, the average wealth
for white households increased by 84 percent, which was slightly higher than the growth
rate for Hispanic households and three times the growth rate for Black households.17 In
2016, the wealthiest 100 Americans, according to Forbes, owned as much wealth as the
entire Black population and the wealthiest 186 on the list owned as much wealth as the
entire Hispanic population.18
Years of racism and discrimination across all segments of society—the housing
market, labor market, financial industry, educational systems, criminal justice, and other
areas—have prevented people of color from building wealth on the same level as white
families. Black Americans account for 13 percent of the U.S. population but only 4 percent
of the country’s wealth. The median Black household holds only 2 percent of the wealth
of the median white household.19 Boosting total Black wealth to be proportionate with
the share of the population would require an additional $10 trillion.20 Or put another
way, if Black and Hispanic wealth continue to grow at the same rate they have since the
1980s, it will take Black households 228 years and Hispanic families 84 years to reach
white households’ current wealth levels.21 Asian, American Indian, Alaska Native, Native
Hawaiian, and other Pacific Islander households also face barriers to wealth building, but
due to smaller population size and diversity within these communities, it is difficult to
produce nationally representative data.
Homeownership is an important component of wealth, and disparities in
homeownership across race are profound. Discrimination in government housing
policies and the mortgage lending industry, together with white homebuyers’
aversion to living in areas with large Black populations, have led to immensely unequal
homeownership rates and home values across race. Black and Hispanic households are
much less likely than white households of the same income level to own their homes
and tend to see much slower growth in their homes’ values. This tilts certain tax policies
such as the mortgage interest deduction, property tax deduction, exclusion of gains on
home sales, and other homeowner-only tax breaks heavily in favor of white households.22
In 2018, while 72.1 percent of white households owned their homes, the same was true
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FIGURE 1

for only 59.5 percent of Asian households, 54.6 percent of Indigenous households, 47.4
percent of Hispanic households, 42.3 percent of Native Hawaiian and other Pacific
Islander households, and 41.4 percent of Black households.23
Vast differences in intergenerational wealth and discriminatory lending practices
have also created an uphill battle for people of color trying to start or grow a business.24
As a result, people of color are less likely to own businesses and tend to own smaller
businesses than white families. On average, white-owned businesses are valued at four
times more than Hispanic-owned businesses and eight times more than Black-owned
businesses.25 Eighty-eight percent of private business wealth nationwide is held by white
households compared to just 2 percent by Black households and 1.5 percent by Hispanic
households.26 Typically, the bulk of state and local tax benefits given to businesses flow to
very large companies and disproportionately benefit white households.
Given immense racial income inequality, policies such as cutting top income tax
rates primarily benefit a well-off group of taxpayers that is overwhelmingly white and,
therefore, tend to worsen racial economic disparities. But the racial wealth gap is even
more pronounced than the gap in income, and tax policies that advantage wealth—such
as subsidies for investors, business owners, and homeowners, or shunning estate taxes
and other forms of wealth taxation—are also highly detrimental to racial equity.
Enormous gaps in income and wealth across race and ethnicity have deep roots in
racism, discrimination, and policy failure. Society and the nation’s public policies have
provided historical and current advantages that have allowed white communities to
build wealth and denied those opportunities to many Black and brown families. But
good policy can make a difference and state and local tax codes can be part of the
solution if they include robust taxes on income and wealth.
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DIFFERENT TAXES AND REVENUE SOURCES
HAVE STARK, VARYING IMPACTS BY RACE
Tax codes can reduce economic and racial inequality but are generally falling far short
of their potential in this regard. State and local governments generally choose from three
broad categories of taxes to fund public services: consumption, property, and income
taxes. Progressive taxes can reduce income inequality by taxing top-earning filers at
higher rates than lower-income people. Regressive taxes do the opposite. Typically,
consumption taxes are very regressive, property taxes are somewhat regressive, and
income taxes are usually progressive. Just as different types of taxes affect households by
income differently, they also have varying impacts by race. This section will illuminate the
tax policies and structures that address racial inequity and those that deepen it.

Consumption Taxes
Sales and excise taxes are the primary revenue source for many states. They are also
the most regressive type of tax states levy.
Sales taxes are levied on goods and services broadly and excise taxes are levied on
specific goods like gas or tobacco. Sales taxes inevitably take a larger share of income
from low- and middle-income families than wealthy families because lower-income
families usually have to spend much more of what they earn on basic expenses.27
Mississippi established the first modern sales tax in 1932. While the policy was not
explicitly racialized, the governor’s support of the measure emphasized that it would
shift the tax base from property owners (who were mostly white) to consumers (which
included Black residents with little else to tax).28 Other states soon followed Mississippi in
adding a sales tax, and today all but five states have a statewide sales tax.
Consumption taxes tend to worsen racial income inequality. They are not based on
ability to pay, but rather spending. Low-income households, which are disproportionately
households of color, must spend a larger share of what they earn to make ends meet.
This means that a larger share of their income is subject to consumption taxes than
high-income households, and that lower-income households, therefore, pay a higher
consumption tax rate, relative to their income.
Higher-income households, which are predominately white, can also set aside much
of their income as savings and, therefore, substantially delay or entirely avoid paying
sales and excise taxes. In other words, sales taxes tend to ask the least of white families
building large amounts of wealth while asking more of those lower-income families and
people of color who are unable to set aside significant amounts in savings.
In Tennessee, for example, both Black and Hispanic households face average effective
sales and excise tax rates (5.0 percent of income) that are 28 percent higher than the rate
faced by white households (3.9 percent).29 In other words, people of color are required
to spend a larger share of their incomes paying sales and excise tax. This worsens racial
disparities in the state by pushing Black and brown families’ incomes even lower relative
to white households.
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Real Estate Property Taxes
Property taxes are often the primary source of revenue for local governments and
a considerable source for funding public K-12 education. Property tax bases typically
include only a subset of total wealth: primarily homes and business real estate and, in
some states, cars and business property other than real estate. Wealth in the form of
business equity, stocks, bonds, patents, copyrights, savings, and other “intangible” assets
is not generally taxed by any level of government.
Property taxes are regressive, but not as regressive as consumption taxes. While
higher-income households typically own more expensive homes than middle- or lowincome households, those homes generally represent a smaller share of both their
income and wealth. For instance, a middle-income household’s home might be worth
three times its annual income, while a wealthy household’s home might be valued at
one-and-a-half times its annual income or potentially much less. Taxes on these homes,
then, tend to represent a larger share of income for middle-income families—a fact
exacerbated by inaccurate assessments that often overvalue modest homes relative
to valuable ones.30 Property taxes are also levied on renters indirectly as landlords pass
along some of that cost in the form of higher rent, and those taxes can represent a large
share of income for lower-income renters who spend much of their earnings on rent.
Property taxes have been racialized in their
application for as long as nonwhites have
been permitted to legally own property. The
aftereffects of some of these centuries-old
policies are apparent in how contemporary
property tax policies are framed. During the
brief period of Reconstruction after the Civil
War, newly elected Black legislators and
their allies raised property tax rates in states
like Alabama to fund public education and other public services for all communities.
In 1875, when white landowners seized political power, they set to undo many of the
political gains advanced by the biracial coalition during Reconstruction. These so-called
“Redeemers” enshrined property tax limits in the Alabama state constitution to hamper
the ability of future legislators to use property taxes to invest in communities. Today,
these constitutional limits still apply and Alabama’s property tax revenue as a share of
its state economy is the lowest in the country. Limiting property tax revenue constricts
the ability of localities to provide adequate services and forces them to turn to other
regressive and racially biased revenue sources such as fines and fees.31

Property taxes have been
racialized in their application
for as long as nonwhites have
been permitted to legally
own property.

The impact of property taxes on racial equity can be complex. Homeownership
has been put out of reach for many families of color by long-running disparities in
housing policies and mortgage lending. Vast differences in intergenerational wealth,
meanwhile, have afforded many white families’ sizeable inheritances that they can put
toward a down payment on a home—an advantage less often enjoyed by people of
color.32 As a result, white households are much more likely to own homes and business
real estate than households of color and tend to own much more valuable properties
on average, factors that tend to result in higher property tax payments from white
households. This means that much like in the Reconstruction-era American South,
sweeping proposals to reduce property taxes are often advocating for a reduction
in taxes paid largely by white households. This is particularly troubling when such
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proposals are paired with proposals to increase consumption taxes which fall heaviest
on people of color and low-income households.
Much of the disparity in home value is driven by explicit racial bias. A 2018 report found
that a home in a majority Black neighborhood was likely to be worth 23 percent less than
a similar home in a majority white neighborhood, even after controlling for differences
in home and neighborhood characteristics.33 This discrimination in the housing market,
driven by white homebuyers’ aversion to living in areas with large Black populations,
strips wealth from Black households and other households of color.34
A heavy concentration of property wealth in the hands of white families also brings
with it higher funding levels for schools in majority white areas. One national analysis
found that the average predominately white school district has an additional $2,226 in
funding per student compared to the average predominately nonwhite school district—a
disparity that creates early advantages for white students and disadvantages for many
children of color.35
The disparity in education funding levels across communities is arguably the
most serious inequity embedded in the property tax, but it is far from the only one.
Assessment practices, whereby the value of real estate is estimated for property
tax purposes, are wrought with racial bias. Specifically, assessments systematically
overestimate the value of Black and Hispanic-owned homes by failing to fully consider
racial bias and neighborhood characteristics that lower the market value of these homes.
This can leave Black and Hispanic homeowners with tax bills 10 to 13 percent higher
than white homeowners living in homes with the same market value.36 In other words,
homes in majority Black and Hispanic neighborhoods are devalued because of racial
bias in the market (thereby diminishing owners’ opportunities to build wealth through
homeownership), but tax assessments tend to overvalue those homes and increase
owners’ property tax payments by comparison.
Moreover, segregation of Black homeowners into areas with lower property values also
tends to result in higher statutory property tax rates, or millage rates, in those areas.37
A jurisdiction with high property values can raise a given amount of revenue with a
relatively low tax rate, whereas a jurisdiction with much lower values will require much
higher tax rates to achieve the same level of revenue. Besides pushing up tax rates in
poorer areas, these disparities make it exceedingly difficult for property taxes to fulfill
their function of providing adequate local revenue, particularly for K-12 education. Absent
robust state and federal aid, low-wealth communities with smaller property tax bases
struggle to fund public education adequately and sustainably, further contributing to
economic and racial disparities.38
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Figure 2 helps to illustrate how some of these
complex interactions in income level, home value,
assessment practices, and tax rates can play out for
homeowners of different races.39
In the first example, two people own homes with
identical market values of $160,000, though the
Black homeowner has a significantly higher income
($90,000 instead of $40,000) because they had a lower
level of wealth at the time of purchase that prevented
them from affording the down payment needed to
purchase a more expensive home. (Our review of data
from the American Community Survey indicates that,
on average, a Black homeowner has a higher income
than a white homeowner owning a home of equivalent
value.) In this example, the Black homeowner is both
over-assessed and faces a higher statutory tax rate
than the white homeowner, resulting in a higher
property tax bill both in absolute terms ($1,368 vs.
$1,152) and relative to home value (0.9 percent of home
value vs. 0.7 percent of value). Because the Black
homeowner in this example has a higher income,
however, the tax bill relative to income is lower for the
Black homeowner (1.5 vs. 2.9 percent).
The second example illustrates a related point
but does so by holding income constant rather than
home value. In this example, both homeowners
earn $60,000 per year but the white-owned home is
worth $190,000 and the Black-owned home is worth
only $140,000. (It is well established that, at any given
point in the income distribution, Black homeowners
tend to own homes that are less valuable than
those owned by white homeowners—partly
because of differences in home characteristics and
neighborhood amenities but also because of racial
bias among white homebuyers.) In this example, the
Black homeowner is again over-assessed and faces a
higher statutory tax rate than the white homeowner
leading to a higher property tax bill relative to
home value (0.9 vs. 0.7 percent of value) but a lower
nominal property tax bill ($1,197 vs. $1,368) and a
lower property tax bill relative to income (2.0 vs 2.3
percent of income).
In sum, while tax bills for the Black homeowners
in these examples are lower relative to income, this
overlooks the fact that these homeowners are facing
discriminatory assessment practices and higher
tax rates that push up their tax bills relative to their
homes’ market values.

FIGURE 2

Illustrating the Racial Equity
Impact of Differences in Income
Level, Home Value, Assessment
Practices, Tax Rates
Example 1: Homeowners with Identical
Home Values
Black

White

Annual income

$90,000

$40,000

Market value
of home

$160,000

$160,000

95%

90%

$152,000

$144,000

Tax rate

0.9%

0.8%

Property tax bill

$1,368

$1,152

Property tax bill
relative to home
value

0.9%

0.7%

Property tax bill
relative to income

1.5%

2.9%

Assessment Ratio
Assessed value
of home

Example 2: Homeowners with Identical
Incomes
Black

White

Annual income

$60,000

$60,000

Market value
of home

$140,000

$190,000

95%

90%

$133,000

$171,000

Tax rate

0.9%

0.8%

Property tax bill

$1,197

$1,368

Property tax bill
relative to home
value

0.9%

0.7%

Property tax bill
relative to income

2.0%

2.3%

Assessment Ratio
Assessed value
of home

Note: The income and market value levels in these hypothetical examples
are informed by ITEP’s analysis of ACS data for North Carolina.
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For a Black homeowner and a white homeowner owning homes of similar value in the
same taxing district, the Black homeowner is likely to incur a higher property tax bill because
of assessment discrimination while receiving the same, or worse, bundle of public services.
Looking across taxing districts, a Black homeowner may face a higher statutory tax rate than
a white homeowner in a neighboring area if residential segregation has caused the Black
homeowner’s taxing district to have a lower overall level of property wealth.
For a Black homeowner and a white homeowner at the same income level, the Black
homeowner may pay less property tax because their home is likely to be of lower value
(though this effect can be undercut by disparities in assessments and tax rates). But a
lower tax bill in this case often brings with it lower education funding levels and school
quality in the Black homeowner’s school district.
Fortunately, states have a variety of options for addressing inequities in the property
tax. Assessment practices can be improved using more sophisticated price data and
techniques.40 Very high-value homes more likely to be owned by white families can be
subject to statewide “mansion taxes.”41 Revenue from statewide property taxes or other
statewide levies should be allocated based on need to ensure that children living in lowwealth communities can receive a high-quality education. And property taxes on lowerincome families who may struggle to pay those bills—including renters who pay property
tax indirectly through their rent—can be offset through refundable property tax circuit
breaker credits.42 All these reforms can meaningfully improve the racial equity of real
estate property taxes.

Estate and Inheritance Taxes
Taxation of inherited wealth is essential to slow the growth of the racial wealth
gap and of overall wealth disparity. People of color will not be able to catch up to the
compounding generational wealth of white households solely by increases to their own
wealth and income. White households are four and a half times more likely to receive
a gift or inheritance from family members than Black households and tend to receive
much larger inheritances on average.43 Estates and inheritances, which are major
contributors to intergenerational wealth disparities, are generally exempt from income
and property taxation and are only taxed under more limited estate or inheritance taxes
in 17 states and the District of Columbia.
Estate and inheritance taxes have shrunk in their scope and effectiveness in the past
two decades. Currently, only estates valued over $11.58 million are subject to the federal
estate tax (or double that amount for married couples). This is the highest exemption
ever, even after adjusting for inflation, and means that less than two out of every 1,000
estates are subject to estate tax collection.
The weakening of the estate tax at the federal level has trickled down to states. Repeal
of a federal estate tax credit eventually contributed to 38 states’ decisions to repeal
their estate taxes as those taxes could no longer be credited against federal estate tax
liability. Moreover, many states’ estate tax rules are linked to the federal exemption level,
and significant increases in that exemption enacted by Congress in recent years have
caused many states to boost their own estate tax exemptions as well.44 The estate tax is
one of the few ways wealth is taxed at all and is essential to reducing growing economic
inequality. Because wealth is so disproportionately held by white households, increasing
racial equity requires a strong estate tax.
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Personal Income Taxes
Graduated personal income taxes are the most progressive tax structure commonly
used by states and can be a powerful tool for narrowing racial income and wealth gaps
as they are based on households’ ability to pay. Targeted refundable credits also help
to offset the other more regressive taxes that disproportionately impact low-income
people. Because households of color are more likely to fall in lower income groups and
white households are more likely to fall in higher income groups, a graduated income tax
narrows the racial income gap by taxing low-income households of color less and highincome white households more.
Our analysis of Minnesota’s relatively progressive personal income tax, with rates ranging
up to 9.85 percent for high-income filers, illustrates this point. As is true throughout the
country, Black and brown families confronting the compounding effects of years of racism
and discrimination receive incomes significantly below Minnesota’s statewide average. Black
households, for instance, earn an average of $47,000 per year, Indigenous households earn
$54,000, and Hispanic households earn $55,000 on average. White families, meanwhile, earn
almost $95,000 on average.45 Appropriately, then, the average white family in Minnesota
pays a somewhat higher personal income tax rate (4.1 percent) than most other groups.
Indigenous families pay 3.4 percent on average, Hispanic families pay 3.2 percent, and Black
families pay 3.1 percent.46 Simply by basing tax liability on ability to pay, Minnesota’s income
tax is able to narrow racial income inequality somewhat.
But opportunities abound for building on the success of personal income taxes. Making
state personal income taxes more progressive will bolster their effectiveness in addressing
racial inequalities in income. Even putting progressivity aside, however, reforms focused
on broadening the tax base can also improve racial equity. Many types of income that are
afforded special treatment in state tax codes, such as income derived from investments,
businesses, and retirement savings, disproportionately flow to white households even if
overall income is held constant. A long history of scholarship has pointed to carveouts for
these income sources as being highly problematic from the perspective of racial equity.47
While state personal income taxes are generally applied to both earned and unearned
income, states treat income that is derived from investments more favorably. For
instance, in nine states (Arizona, Arkansas, Hawaii, Montana, New Mexico, North Dakota,
South Carolina, Vermont, and Wisconsin), income tax deductions or preferential rates are
provided for all long-term capital gains, meaning earnings from the sale of assets such as
stocks, bonds, or antiques. And while other states may not give as complete a preference
to capital gains income many others, such as Connecticut, Idaho, Kansas, Kentucky,
Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Mississippi, Nebraska, New Jersey, North Carolina, and
Oklahoma offer tax reductions for realized gains from certain types of assets.48 Moreover,
every state income tax offers a “deferral” benefit where gains in asset value are not taxed
until assets are sold, allowing investors to generate returns tax-free for years or even
decades before any tax must be paid.
Higher-income households are more likely to derive a large portion of their income
from investments than lower-income households. A disproportionate share of higherincome households are white and are more likely to benefit from the preferential
treatment of investment income for that reason. But even at a given point in the
income distribution, large differences in wealth across race make white people more
likely to benefit from tax subsidies for investment income.49 In other words, preferential
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treatment of investment income worsens racial equity across two separate dimensions:
vertically (comparing rich to poor) and horizontally (comparing households of different
races with similar overall incomes).
Approximately 8.1 percent of Black households and 7.3 percent of Hispanic households
own stocks or mutual fund shares outside of a retirement savings account. Among
non-Hispanic white households, by contrast, the comparable figure is 27.9 percent. Even
among asset owners, the gaps in the asset value are staggering. The median white
household owning stocks or mutual fund shares owns $45,100 in such assets compared
to just $20,000 for Hispanic households and $8,500 for Black households.50
Itemized deductions, which include homeowner tax subsidies such as the mortgage
interest and property tax deductions, also favor wealthier white households. Thirty-one
states allow some type of itemized deduction and most of the benefits of such policies
tend to flow to higher-income households. In 2018 just 5.7 percent of households with
income under $100,000 claimed federal itemized deductions compared to nearly half of

TWO DIMENSIONS TO ASSESSING THE EQUITY IMPACT OF TAXES
The fairness of any tax can be looked at in two important ways, vertical equity and horizontal equity. Both
lenses offer valuable insights when assessing the effect of taxes across race and ethnicity.
Vertical equity addresses how a tax affects different families from the bottom of the income spectrum
to the top—from poor to rich. In a nation with enormous racial income gaps, vertical equity is a key
consideration when evaluating racial equity.
A highly regressive tax that asks less of top earners than of lower- and middle-income families is much more
likely to worsen racial income inequality than a progressive tax. This is because the top earners who pay the
least under regressive taxes are disproportionately white, while high-taxed families of more modest means
will include a disproportionate share of people of color.
Horizontal equity is a measure of whether taxpayers with similar circumstances such as income or family
size pay similar amounts of tax. In general terms, if one family pays much higher taxes than a similarly
situated family next door, that may violate horizontal fairness.
Horizontal inequities across race appear throughout state and local tax codes. Assessment discrimination
under the property tax is one example, where owners of similarly valued homes receive different
assessments and pay different amounts of property tax, often resulting in people of color paying more.
There are also many examples of horizontal inequity in personal income taxes. Often this occurs when
states or the federal government advantage certain types of income that are more likely to flow to white
taxpayers not just overall, but at any given point in the income distribution. Generations of policy advantage
and privilege have allowed white families to build wealth far in excess of the wealth held by families of color.
As a result, income generated from wealth such as capital gains, business income, and even retirement
income disproportionately flows to white families—and states often afford these types of incomes
preferential treatment. When comparing a Black family and a white family that each earn $100,000, the
white family will, on average, derive more of its income from these tax-advantaged sources and the Black
family will pay more tax as a result.
When states choose to treat income from wealth more favorably than income from work, they are
advantaging white families at the expense of people of color. Such an approach results in vertical inequities
because upper-income white families with the greatest ability to pay receive an outsized share of the tax
cuts. And it creates horizontal inequities because it allows white families to pay less tax than families of color
INSTITUTE ON TAXATION AND ECONOMIC POLICY
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all households with income over $200,000. Among filers with income above $1 million,
more than seven in ten claimed federal itemized deductions that year.51 The benefits
of itemized deductions are particularly concentrated across race because people of
color are less likely than white people to own their homes even after controlling for
differences in income and because homes owned by people of color tend to have lower
market values.52 That is, the combination of higher incomes, higher homeownership
rates, and higher home values among white households makes itemized deductions
especially skewed toward white families.53 The same is true for the exclusion from income
for capital gains received from the sale of a home, which tends to be most beneficial
to white homeowners’ whose property values appreciate more rapidly than other
homeowners due in part to white homebuyers’ aversion to living in areas with large
nonwhite populations.54
Furthermore, tax subsidies for income passed through from a business to an individual
are also tilted toward high-income white households. A few states (Colorado, Idaho, and
Iowa) are coupled to the new federal pass-through deduction created by the 2017 Trump
tax law while others like Ohio, Oregon, and South Carolina have their own breaks for passthrough income. Wealthy business owners receive the bulk of the benefits from passthrough business tax subsidies, a group which is overwhelmingly white.
Most states also offer tax preferences to seniors or on retirement income, thereby
reducing their personal income tax. These preferences can take the form of flat dollar
deductions for taxpayers above a certain age or exemptions from income tax for Social
Security, pension, or other retirement income. These kinds of tax subsidies are skewed
in favor of older and more affluent white taxpayers and tend to worsen racial inequities
in both income and wealth.55 Centuries of racism and discrimination have given white
families retirement savings and incomes far beyond those held by people of color,
meaning that tax subsidies directed toward this type of income will largely benefit
white families. People of color are less likely to have access to tax-preferred retirement
accounts through their work and more likely to provide financial support to parents or
grandparents—both things that make it more difficult to build significant retirement
savings.56 Moreover, the structure of many state tax subsidies by their nature makes the
distribution even more lopsided, offering larger tax cuts per dollar of income to higherincome seniors in higher tax brackets, who are more likely to be white.
Despite shortcomings in many state income tax designs, the personal income tax is
often the most progressive tax equity tool at states’ disposal and can play an important
role in addressing racial disparities. Income taxes that include graduated rates, lowincome credits, and a broad base free of carveouts for investment income, retirement
income, or homeowners will tend to be most effective at advancing racial equity.
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Corporate Income Taxes
The vast majority of states levy corporate income taxes on the profits earned by C
corporations, though various tax subsidies, sophisticated tax avoidance techniques,
and tax rate reductions have eroded these taxes substantially in recent years.
Nevertheless, corporate income taxes are a meaningful, progressive source of revenue
for state governments. Because they fall on owners of corporate stock, a group that is
predominately very high income and white, they tend to narrow income gaps along
racial, ethnic and economic lines. In total, close to 90 percent of corporate equities and
mutual fund shares are owned by white families. Just 1 percent are owned by Black
families and less than 1 percent are owned by Hispanic families.57

Fees and Fines
ITEP’s analyses typically focus on the revenue and distributional impact of taxes, but
non-tax revenue is also important to state and local coffers and to families’ financial
wellbeing. Non-tax revenue can include fees, fines, service charges, or any other monies
collected by a state or local government outside of the tax code. As state governments
have cut funding and limited jurisdictions’ taxing authority, localities have become more
reliant on fees and fines as a source of revenue. But fees for government services and
public safety fines are generally regressive revenue sources, and the communities from
which these non-tax revenues are collected are often communities of color and lowincome communities.58
Government officials who collect fees and fines, often police officers and court
officials, have an enormous degree of discretion in choosing who is subjected to
monetary penalties. The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights found that the “unchecked
discretion or stringent requirements to impose fines or fees can lead and have led
to discrimination and inequitable access to justice.”59 That is, a lack of oversight and
pressure to collect revenue are encouraging over-policing and criminalization of
communities of color. In 600 localities across the country, fines account for more than
10 percent of general revenues and in one-third of those communities, fines account
for 20 percent or more of the budget. In 2015, the U.S. Department of Justice found that
every branch of the city of Ferguson, Missouri’s government participated in a system that
disproportionately targeted Black residents with fees and fines. Investigative reporting in
2018 found that the city of Chicago’s enforcement practices for vehicle registrations were
forcing low-income Black residents into a cycle of debt.60 And a 2020 study found that
Black, Hispanic, and low-income New Yorkers disproportionately suffer driver’s license
suspensions due to unpaid traffic tickets and racially disproportionate traffic stops.61
Fees and fines make state and local revenue systems even more regressive than ITEP’s
analyses typically show. Further, inequitable enforcement of public safety fines can lead
to a cycle of debt and criminalization, stripping more wealth and human capital from
already disadvantaged communities.
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CASE STUDY: DISTRIBUTION OF TAXES BY
RACE IN MINNESOTA AND TENNESSEE
The choices state and local lawmakers make in setting tax policy matter enormously in
determining the overall equity of their tax systems. Revenues raised through taxes are vital
to funding public investments in education, health, and the safety net that can combat
inequality and systemic racism. But how governments collect those taxes also has a direct
effect on racial disparities. At their worst, regressive state and local taxes can actively
exacerbate racial inequities by asking the most of those groups with the lowest incomes.
At their best, state and local taxes are chipping away at racial income and wealth gaps,
though even the best performing states by these measures have much work to do before
their tax structures can begin meaningfully addressing racial inequities.
To illustrate these points, this section compares two states with dramatically different
tax structures. Tennessee levies an extraordinarily high sales tax rate, includes groceries
in its sales tax base, declines to levy a personal income tax, and does not offer families
any tax-offsetting refundable credits, such as an Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) or
property tax circuit breaker.62 Minnesota, by contrast, raises a significant share of its tax
revenue through a robust personal income tax with graduated rates on higher-income
families paired with refundable tax credits, and it relies less heavily on sales taxes to fund
its public services and institutions.
The result of these divergent policy choices is a starkly different distribution in tax
liability by both income level and race.
Figure 3 compares the distribution of these two tax systems by income level. It shows that
for upper-income families, Minnesota is the higher-tax state because it levies an income tax
on those families’ sizeable incomes. For lower-income families, however, Tennessee is the
higher-tax state because of its high sales tax. A previous ITEP analysis found that Tennessee
has among the most regressive tax systems in the nation, meaning that it asks far more of
FIGURE 3
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low- and middle-income families than of the wealthy. Minnesota, by contrast, has a system
that ranks among the least regressive—though even its system falls short of being truly
progressive at all income levels.63
Using our new capacity to disaggregate state and local tax incidence by race, we find
that these differences in policy—with Minnesota raising significant revenue through
a personal income tax and Tennessee raising the bulk of its money through a high
general sales tax—lead to starkly different impacts across race and ethnic groups.64
Figure 4 shows that in Minnesota, groups with lower average incomes that are being
disadvantaged by years of racism and discrimination are appropriately taxed at rates
slightly below the statewide average. Black families pay a tax rate 0.4 percentage points
below average, Indigenous families pay an average rate 0.5 percent below average,
and Hispanic families’ average tax rate is 0.7 percent below average. White families, by
contrast, pay slightly more on average because they have higher average incomes. And
Asian families on average pay slightly more as well, though this likely does not hold true
through all segments of the Asian community as Hmong, Laotian, and Burmese people
in Minnesota, for instance, have incomes significantly below the statewide average.65
Overall, by tending to tax people of color at slightly lower rates than white families with
higher incomes, Minnesota’s tax system helps to advance racial equity, albeit slightly.
But it must be recognized that this outcome is partly due to Minnesota’s extremely
wide racial disparities in income—that is, if incomes across race in Minnesota were less
unequal before taxes, tax rates across groups would be even more similar.
In Tennessee, the racial and ethnic distribution of taxes is turned on its head. The groups
with lower average incomes, including Hispanic and Black families, are taxed at higher rates
than groups with higher average incomes such as white and Asian residents. (Sample size
limitations prevent us from estimating the effective tax rate paid by Indigenous families in
Tennessee, but we expect that it is above average.) Relative to the statewide average, Black
families tend to pay an additional 1 percent of their income in Tennessee state and local taxes
while Hispanic families pay an additional 0.9 percent. These higher tax rates on groups with
the lowest incomes directly exacerbate racial income inequality. In other words, the highly
FIGURE 4
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unequal distribution of incomes across race and ethnicity in Tennessee is actively made
worse by Tennessee’s regressive tax system.
White families pay the lowest overall tax rate in Tennessee, but of course families
at different income levels experience Tennessee’s highly regressive tax system very
differently. The low overall average tax rate paid by white families is heavily skewed by
top earners who receive an outsized share of income and yet pay very low tax rates.
More than half (52 percent) of all income in Tennessee flows to a relatively small group
of white families earning more than $87,500 in income per year (enough to put them
among the top 20 percent of Tennessee earners). And yet despite enjoying most of the
state’s income, this group pays just 37.2 percent of residents’ state and local taxes. This
underpayment relative to income leaves a diverse mix of lower- and middle-income
families to pay an outsized share of all tax dollars. Families of all races and ethnicities
earning below $87,500 in Tennessee enjoy just 40.1 percent of statewide income but pay
57 percent of residents’ state and local taxes.
Minnesota’s tax system produces a very different outcome by this measure. Upperincome white families (defined in Minnesota as those earning more than $115,300) earn a
similar share of income to their counterparts in Tennessee (52.6 percent of statewide income)
and yet under Minnesota’s more equitable tax code this group pays a share of taxes closer
in line with its share of income: 52.2 percent of the total. Under a truly progressive system,
upper-income families would pay a share of tax dollars that exceeds their share of income,
so by that standard Minnesota still has significant room for improvement. Nonetheless,
Minnesota and Tennessee’s outcomes by this measure are quite different.
FIGURE 5
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Clearly, Minnesota lawmakers have better positioned their tax code to be a positive force
in addressing racial income inequality. But the story is not an entirely positive one. There
are horizontal inequities embedded throughout Minnesota’s tax code that advantage
white families relative to families of color with similar incomes. Recent research has shown
that Black and Hispanic homeowners in Minnesota see their properties over-assessed
relative to white homeowners, a fact that results in higher property tax bills for people
of color relative to white people living in similarly valued homes.66 Moreover, income tax
preferences for homeowners such as the mortgage interest deduction, property tax
deduction, and exclusion from income for gains on home sales also disproportionately
subsidize white families as those families have higher homeownership rates even
after controlling for differences in income. Additional advantages afforded to wealthy
households such as deferral of tax on unrealized capital gains and stepped-up basis for
assets passed on to heirs also privilege white wealth holders over people of color.
Minnesota is also confronting a higher degree of pre-tax racial income inequality than
exists in Tennessee, and indeed Minnesota’s disparity is among the worst in the nation.67
Even after state and local taxes are collected, the gap in average income between white
families and Black families, and between white families and Hispanic families, remains
larger in Minnesota than it is in Tennessee. Scholars have referred to Minnesota’s status
of being one of the best states to live in, but among the worst for Black families, as the
“Minnesota Paradox.”68 This paradox is demonstrated not just in racial income disparities,
but also disparities in unemployment rates, homeownership rates, incarceration
rates, and school disciplinary rates. These outcomes can be traced back to racially
discriminatory policies such as redlining, racial covenants, hiring discrimination, and the
construction of an interstate highway directly through thriving Black neighborhoods—all
policies that became institutionalized and “baked into” Minnesota life.
In an ideal system, then, it may be appropriate for Minnesota to be doing substantially
more than Tennessee to address racial inequity through its tax code simply because its
underlying racial income gap is larger. But neither of these states are maximizing the
potential of their tax codes in this area. Enormous, unconscionable gaps in income across
race and ethnicity persist in both even after taxes are applied, indicating that much work
remains to be done both through the tax system and other policy areas.
Inevitably, the answer lies in more robust taxes on income and wealth. In Minnesota,
this could involve reforms such as higher rates on investment income or new tax brackets
for very high incomes, both of which Gov. Tim Walz has recently proposed.69 Currently,
Minnesota’s top bracket applies to taxable income in excess of $166,040 for single filers or
$276,200 for married couples—a higher threshold than in most states but one that does
not fully reflect the much higher incomes and ability-to-pay of taxpayers at the very top
where incomes are measured in the millions of dollars per year. In Tennessee, the path
toward a more racially equitable tax code is more difficult as the state lacks any taxes on
personal income, estates, or inheritances and the state’s constitution specifically forbids
taxes on earned income. The starting point for beginning to address income and wealth
inequalities through the tax code is to levy taxes on income and wealth.
Of course, the distribution of tax liability is not the only relevant factor to consider when
assessing the racial equity impact of a state’s tax system. Taxes exist first and foremost to
pay for public investments, and thus the overall tax level is critical in determining whether
a state and its localities have the resources needed to fund services and institutions that
are essential to advance equity and build broadly shared prosperity. By this measure as
well, Minnesota outperforms Tennessee in raising significantly more revenue overall—
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largely as a result of its higher overall tax rates on the top earners who enjoy an outsized
share of all income.
Figure 6 shows that average tax rates are higher in Minnesota than in Tennessee for
all race and ethnic groups—though recall from Figure 3 that many lower-income families
pay more tax in Tennessee than they would if they lived in Minnesota. The largest gaps
in overall average tax rates between these two states are for the higher-income groups.
Looking at population wide averages, white and Asian households each pay about 4
percentage points less on average in Tennessee than in Minnesota. Hispanic and Black
households, by contrast, pay just 2.2 and 2.4 percentage points less in Tennessee relative
to Minnesota. These lower overall tax levels directly translate into less adequate funding
for vital services and institutions.
FIGURE 6

Minnesota, for instance, spends 36 percent more on education per student relative
to Tennessee.70 Unlike Tennessee, Minnesota built on its history of investing in health
care coverage and expanded Medicaid under the Affordable Care Act. The state now
has among the best rates of health insurance coverage in the nation. While Minnesota’s
health insurance rates are still worrisomely low for Black, Hispanic, and other lowincome families, it has better coverage rates than Tennessee for all these groups.71 In
particular, Tennessee has the second-worst coverage rate for Hispanic families of any
state, with more than one in three Hispanic families lacking health coverage.72 Also unlike
Tennessee, Minnesota offers a state Earned Income Tax Credit that boosts the incomes
of workers earning lower wages. This income boost can help close opportunity gaps
by providing additional funds that can be used for things like a damage deposit on an
apartment, to cover expenses needed to succeed in the workplace, or to get children off
to a stronger start.
Looking ahead, Minnesota should be poised for more sustainable revenue growth
than Tennessee because it asks more of top earners—the group enjoying the fastest
growth in their incomes. But Minnesota’s budget outlook is not entirely rosy, and the
long-run trend has been a decline in revenues relative to personal income. Minnesota
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Gov. Tim Walz has recently proposed boosting taxes on top earners, which would bring
in new revenues that could be used for important new investments such as quality
education for every Minnesota child—including by recruiting and supporting more
teachers of color—bringing down the cost of a college education, addressing the state’s
affordable housing shortage, expanding the state’s mass transit systems, ensuring all
Minnesota families can have affordable child care that meets their needs, and closing
broadband access gaps.
The lessons from Minnesota and Tennessee’s tax policy choices are clear. A robust,
progressive personal income tax can directly counteract racial inequity by asking more of
affluent white families, and the revenue it raises is also vital to funding health, education,
and other areas that are essential to building broadly shared prosperity.
Heavy reliance on regressive sales taxes, by contrast, leads to a tax system that asks
the most of lower-income people, including a disproportionate share of people of color.
And it can hamper long-run revenue growth during times of widening income inequality
when an outsized share of new income flows to high-income families who are unlikely to
spend it on items subject to sales tax.
Minnesota lawmakers can do much more to meaningfully address racial inequities
through the tax code. But the initial steps they’ve taken illustrate that tax policy choices
matter, and that state and local tax codes can promote racial equity.
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REVENUE ADEQUACY AND SUSTAINABILITY
ARE RACIAL EQUITY ISSUES
Unlike the federal government, in most instances states and localities cannot operate
on a deficit. This means that most revenue needed to provide essential services to
residents must be derived from taxes and fees. An equitable tax code must adequately
fund necessary services and must have long-term sustainability.
The most vital function of any tax code is to provide adequate funding for the public
services and institutions needed for broadly shared economic prosperity. Far too often,
communities of color are asked to bear the brunt of regressive tax systems both by
contributing a larger share of their income in taxes and by enduring cuts to programs
when overall funding levels are reduced.
Tax policy choices do not occur in a vacuum. They reflect society’s biases and values.
When a local government raises revenues via fines and fees and disproportionately
targets underserved communities with violations, it can send lower-income people into
a spiral of debt from mounting fees and penalties, and in some instances, it unjustly
criminalizes people who cannot afford to pay. Similarly, when a state or local government
shifts taxes away from those most able to pay (e.g., by reducing personal income taxes) to
those least able to pay, it increases inequity and threatens tax adequacy.
Perhaps the most well-known example of racial biases and inadequacy in tax policy
choices is California’s Proposition 13. Passed by popular vote in 1978, the measure
prevented property assessments and taxes from keeping pace with rising home values
under the guise of protecting middle-income homeowners. This insulated established
white homeowners from increased taxation and shifted the burden onto new
homeowners who were more likely to be Hispanic and Black. It also ravaged the state’s
property tax base, stripped available funding for public schools and dropped California’s
school rankings from “First to Worst.”73 Passage of the measure was a dramatic shift from
the previous consensus among people and the business community that taxes should be
able to keep pace with the cost of funding vital public investments, from water projects
to public education. The state, once majority white, was growing increasingly diverse. A
vocal Black and Hispanic population began demanding equity in education, housing, job
opportunities and other areas of life. Growing white resentment and campaign rhetoric
centered on so-called taxpayers and takers contributed to the outcome, which had
lasting effects on California communities’ ability to raise revenue.
Nearly three decades later, tax cuts and spending cuts damaged low-income
communities and communities of color in Kansas. In 2011, Gov. Sam Brownback’s
overhaul of state government included massive income tax cuts that primarily benefitted
the highest-earning Kansans. The policy changes also resulted in cuts to public benefits
program spending and a restructuring of school financing formulas in a way that
primarily harmed poorer districts. While the Brownback income tax cuts primarily
benefitted high-income white households, the accompanying increase to sales taxes and
elimination of targeted low-income tax credits resulted in a tax increase for the lowestearning 40 percent of Kansas taxpayers. This hurt many white families—the state is over
85 percent white and the vast majority of poor Kansans are white. But Black and Hispanic
Kansans are overrepresented among low earners, meaning most Black and Hispanic
Kansans faced a tax increase from the so-called Brownback tax cuts.74 These low-income
households of color were also hurt by reduced per pupil spending in public schools and a
failure to expand Medicaid.75
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These examples from different states and time periods illustrate the importance of
a tax structure that not only collects revenue in an equitable way, but also collects an
adequate and sustainable amount of revenue. Advancing racial and economic equity
through tax policy requires as much.

TAX TREATMENT OF INDIGENOUS FAMILIES LIVING ON TRIBAL LAND
The U.S. government robbed Indigenous nations of their land, forced citizens onto reservations, and
repeatedly violated treaties.76 This apartheid has contributed to economic barriers for many Indigenous
peoples.77
The Minnesota analysis included in this report only includes Indigenous families who are not living on
federally recognized reservations, a group known as urban Indians, who are subject to all the same state
and local tax laws as people of any other race or ethnicity.
Indigenous families living on reservations are excluded from all our analyses of state and local taxes
because, as sovereign nations, many tribal governments have their own independent systems of taxation.78
The power to tax is inherent to tribal sovereignty and nationhood, but that sovereignty is often infringed
upon. This is partly because current federal tribal tax policy is incomplete, which leaves room for legal
disputes between governments with overlapping jurisdictions and competing interests such as revenue
needs.79 While the complexity of their tax situations prevents us from estimating the taxes paid by tribal
citizens living on reservations, it is important to note that tribal citizens living on reservations pay significant
federal, state, local, and tribal taxes.
Tribal citizens living on reservations pay federal income tax and often pay state and local income tax as well.
Tribal citizens who both live and work on their reservation are not subject to state and local income taxes but
a scarcity of jobs on reservations forces many Indigenous workers to look for employment elsewhere, thereby
bringing them within reach of state and local income tax law. Our review of data published by revenue
departments in Montana and New Mexico suggests that most income earned by Indigenous people living on
reservations is earned away from the reservation and is therefore subject to state income tax.
Purchases made on reservations by tribal citizens are often not subject to state and local sales or excise
taxes though they may be subject to tribal taxes. In practice, most reservations lack a significant retail
sector and tribal citizens must therefore travel outside their reservations to purchase many goods and
services, thereby causing them to pay state and local sales taxes. But tax laws vary considerably across
states. In Montana, for instance, the state collects excise taxes on tobacco, alcohol, and motor fuel purchases
made on reservations. Because of revenue-sharing agreements between the state and various tribal
nations, tribal governments recoup some of that lost revenue.80
Tribal citizens living on reservations may be subject to state and local property taxes if the property’s title is
classified as fee simple. The title for fee simple land is held by the owner in contrast with reservation trust
land which has the title held in trust by the federal government. While fee simple land is subject to state
and local taxation, reservation trust land cannot be taxed.81
It is also important to recognize that many people transition between living on or away from reservations
and are thus subject to different tax systems at different times. The taxation of commercial activity on
reservations can also be highly complex and contentious, at times leading to dual taxation that interferes
with tribal sovereignty and makes it difficult for tribes to chart their own policy course.82
In sum, while data limitations prevent us from estimating the precise state and local tax contribution of
tribal citizens living on reservations, it is clear that they contribute significant funding to those governments
in part because poor economic conditions on reservations lead many tribal citizens to work or shop in areas
away from their reservations.
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TAX POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS TO
ADVANCE RACIAL EQUITY
State and local tax codes are potentially important tools in advancing racial justice. To
shrink the racial income gap after taxes and improve the lives of residents of color, states
should strengthen the most progressive parts of state tax codes and raise significant
new resources to invest in people and communities. Policymakers should consider a few
broad themes when crafting more racially equitable tax policy. To work toward a more
racially equitable tax code, lawmakers should:
•

Ensure the wealthy pay their fair share by structuring a progressive tax code free
of special treatment for people with high incomes or wealth.

•

Improve the financial standing of low-income families with targeted, refundable
credits.

•

Reduce reliance on fees and fines by shifting toward progressive revenue sources
at the state and local levels.

•

Create adequate, sustainable revenue levels to support the public services and
institutions that are essential to building broadly shared prosperity.

Meaningfully advancing racial equity through state tax policy will require bold tax
reforms. There is no shortage of potential tax reform options within these broad categories.

Ensure the wealthy pay their fair share. One of the biggest drivers of racial inequity in state
and local tax codes is the comparatively low rate paid by the wealthiest taxpayers. To ensure
the wealthy pay their fair share, lawmakers should strengthen personal income taxes by
widening outdated income tax brackets, adjusting tax brackets for inflation, raising rates for
upper brackets, and implementing a “millionaires’ tax” or surcharge on very high-income
earners. States can also improve corporate income taxes by adopting worldwide combined
reporting to include domestic and foreign profits, including “GILTI” (Global Intangible
Low-Taxed Income) in their tax bases, creating or increasing corporate minimum taxes,
improving corporate tax disclosure, decoupling from federal giveaways, and improving tax
subsidy oversight.83 Under state income tax law, the wealthy often avoid paying significant
amounts of tax through use of special tax subsidies such as credits, deductions, exemptions,
or preferential tax rates. Often, policies intended to help average families are unnecessarily
also made available to wealthy individuals who need no such assistance. To ensure that tax
breaks are going to those with the greatest need, states can pare back or eliminate itemized
deductions for expenses such as mortgage interest, property taxes, and charitable gifts
as well as tax subsidies for investment income, pass-through business income, and other
regressive subsidies such as deductions for federal income tax payments.84
States can also seek to tax wealth, or property, more equitably. For instance, they
can make property taxes more progressive by applying a higher rate to higher-value
homes and second homes.85 States should explore expanding property taxes to include
intangible assets like stocks, bonds, patents, and copyrights and can tax income from
wealth at higher rates than income from work. Lastly, states should be sure to levy robust
taxes on inherited fortunes to reduce the buildup of extreme wealth across generations
and reduce the racial wealth gap. This can be done by enacting or raising estate and/or
inheritance tax rates and decoupling from recent federal estate tax cuts.86
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Improve the financial standing of low-income families. States have a variety of
powerful options at their disposal for lifting the incomes of lower- and moderate-income
families. The Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC), for instance, is offered by most states in
some form. The credit is both a highly effective way to boost wages for lower-income
workers and a relatively easy credit to administer because states can piggyback on
the existing federal credit.87 The EITC has been effective at helping to reduce income
inequality for Black and Hispanic households.88 It is important that the credit be made
refundable so that even the lowest-income workers with little personal income tax
liability can access its full benefits.
Property tax “circuit breaker” credits are also a valuable tool for advancing racial
and economic equity. These provisions assist families whose property tax bills, or rent
payments, are very high relative to income.89
Refundable tax credits for households with children, or for those paying significant
childcare expenses, can also bring financial stability for families that has been shown to
improve child wellbeing.90

Reduce reliance on fees and fines. Fees and fines are punitive rather than based on ability
to pay, making them generally regressive. Their link to the criminal justice system also makes
racial bias deeply entrenched in how some fees and fines are levied. But many states and
localities are overly reliant on revenues from fees and fines to fund basic functions.
State governments have a range of much more equitable revenue options at their
disposal and should avoid a heavy reliance on fees and fines. Local governments,
unfortunately, often have fewer choices because most states restrict the ability of their
cities, counties, and other local jurisdictions to levy progressive revenue sources such as
personal income taxes. As a result, most localities are forced to choose between funding
local services with somewhat regressive property taxes, sharply regressive sales taxes,
and fines and fees that are also generally regressive. Rather than ‘stacking the deck’
with these problematic options, state policymakers should expand local control and
allow these jurisdictions to choose progressive revenue options such as local income
taxes, which can be structured as surtaxes that easily piggy-back on the state income tax
structure. Extending such options would empower residents and local officials to choose
policies that reduce inequalities in their own local communities.

Create adequate, sustainable revenue levels. The main role of tax policy is to raise the
money needed to fund public investments in education, infrastructure, health, and other
areas that are essential to building broadly shared prosperity. With this in mind, the case
for progressive tax policy is even stronger.
An outsized share of all income, and an even more outsized share of all wealth,
is held by a relatively small number of the nation’s most affluent households—the
overwhelming majority of whom are white. Making matters worse, these same affluent
households are also enjoying much faster income growth than most families. With these
two facts in mind, it is apparent that robust, progressive taxes on affluent families are a
powerful way to generate revenue both in the short-run and over time.
Asking more of high-income and high-wealth households is an effective way to
directly combat racial inequities in income and wealth. It is also a powerful way to raise
meaningful, sustainable revenues to be put toward public investments that allow people
of color, and working people broadly, to prosper.
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TAX POLICIES TO ADVANCE RACIAL EQUITY
LEVY PROGRESSIVE PERSONAL INCOME TAXES
3

Raise rates on high-income earners

3

Eliminate tax subsidies for investment income and tax this income at higher rates

3

Eliminate tax subsidies for pass-through business income

3

Repeal or reform itemized deductions

3

Eliminate other regressive deductions, such as those for payments of federal income tax

TAX WEALTH
3

Enact or raise estate and/or inheritance taxes

3

Boost property tax rates on high-value homes (mansion taxes)

3

Improve data and techniques used in property tax assessments

3

Strengthen taxes on income from wealth: capital gains, business income, etc.

OFFER TARGETED REFUNDABLE CREDITS
3

Enact or expand refundable state Earned Income Tax Credits (EITC)

3

Enact or expand refundable property tax “circuit breakers”

3

Enact or expand refundable child tax credits or dependent care tax credits

3

Make existing non-refundable credits refundable

TAX CORPORATE INCOME
3

Increase corporate income tax rates

3

Combat tax avoidance by adopting worldwide combined reporting

3

Include GILTI (Global Intangible Low-Taxed Income) in corporate tax bases

3

Adopt or increase corporate minimum taxes

3

Decouple from federal corporate tax subsidies

3

Improve corporate tax disclosure

3

Improve tax subsidy oversight

REFORM CONSUMPTION TAXES
3

Avoid overreliance on regressive sales and excise taxes

3

Modernize consumption tax bases to include services and digital purchases

3

Offer refundable tax credits to mitigate impact on low-income families

REDUCE FEES AND FINES
3

Reduce reliance on fees and fines

3

Allow localities to choose progressive revenue options in lieu of fees and fines
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CONCLUSION
State and local tax codes are not race-neutral. Historical and contemporary policy
choices have resulted in state tax codes that at best maintain, and in fact often worsen,
racial inequities. But just as policymakers and stakeholders came together to create
our current systems, we can also work together to create something better. Taxes on
income and wealth have a valuable role to play in narrowing unconscionable disparities
across race and ethnicity. Racial justice movements challenge us to end systemic racism
wherever it arises. Activists and community members should work with policymakers
to create more progressive and sustainable tax codes. Doing so will advance social and
economic justice for all of us.
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Please send us your ideas for additional articles, reports and books we should include
on our recommended reading list!
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APPENDIX
State and Local Tax Shares of Family Income by Race and Ethnicity
Total Taxes

All

White

Hispanic

Black

Asian

American Indian

Multiple Races

Minnesota

9.8%

9.8%

9.1%

9.4%

9.9%

9.3%

9.8%

Tennessee

6.0%

5.8%

6.9%

7.0%

5.9%

No data

6.8%

All

White

Hispanic

Black

Asian

American Indian

Multiple Races

Minnesota

2.6%

2.6%

3.5%

3.7%

2.6%

3.8%

3.3%

Tennessee

4.1%

3.9%

5.0%

5.0%

3.7%

No data

4.6%

All

White

Hispanic

Black

Asian

American Indian

Multiple Races

Minnesota

2.6%

2.6%

2.4%

2.5%

3.1%

2.0%

2.5%

Tennessee

1.7%

1.7%

1.8%

1.9%

2.0%

No data

2.0%

All

White

Hispanic

Black

Asian

American Indian

Multiple Races

Minnesota

4.5%

4.6%

3.3%

3.2%

4.1%

3.5%

3.9%

Tennessee

0.2%

0.2%

0.1%

0.1%

0.2%

No data

0.1%

Sales & Excise Taxes

Property Taxes

Income Taxes

State and Local Tax Shares of Family Income by Income Level
Total Taxes

Lowest 20%

Second 20%

Middle 20%

Fourth 20%

Next 15%

Next 4%

Top 1%

Bottom 80%

Top 20%

Minnesota

8.9%

9.7%

10.0%

10.0%

9.5%

9.4%

10.1%

9.9%

9.7%

Tennessee

10.6%

9.9%

8.8%

7.5%

5.7%

4.1%

2.6%

8.5%

4.3%

Lowest 20%

Second 20%

Middle 20%

Fourth 20%

Next 15%

Next 4%

Top 1%

Bottom 80%

Top 20%

Minnesota

6.5%

5.0%

3.9%

3.1%

2.3%

1.5%

0.8%

3.9%

1.7%

Tennessee

8.2%

7.8%

6.7%

5.2%

3.9%

2.3%

1.2%

6.3%

2.6%

Lowest 20%

Second 20%

Middle 20%

Fourth 20%

Next 15%

Next 4%

Top 1%

Bottom 80%

Top 20%

Minnesota

2.8%

3.0%

3.0%

3.1%

2.6%

2.3%

1.8%

3.0%

2.3%

Tennessee

2.4%

2.0%

2.0%

2.2%

1.7%

1.6%

1.0%

2.1%

1.5%

Lowest 20%

Second 20%

Middle 20%

Fourth 20%

Next 15%

Next 4%

Top 1%

Bottom 80%

Top 20%

Minnesota

-0.3%

1.7%

3.1%

3.8%

4.6%

5.6%

7.6%

2.9%

5.7%

Tennessee

0.1%

0.1%

0.1%

0.1%

0.1%

0.2%

0.3%

0.1%

0.2%

Sales & Excise Taxes

Property Taxes

Income Taxes

Source: Institute on Taxation and Economic Policy
Note: Analysis is conducted at the “tax unit” level and includes only non-elderly tax units. This analysis builds on ITEP’s Who Pays? study, 6th edition, and was therefore conducted at 2015 income levels. We have updated the data underlying Who Pays? to include policy changes since that study’s publication as well as some methodological enhancements. All tax units, including those containing people of multiple races, are assigned to groups based only on the race of
the tax unit head. The race of the tax unit head is estimated based on the racial composition of similar sub-household groups using the Census Bureau’s American Community Survey (ACS). Hispanic tax units may be of any race whereas
the racial groups include only non-Hispanic tax units. The “Multiple Races” category only includes tax units where the tax unit head personally identifies as being of multiple races. The “American Indian” category includes Alaska Native
tax units but omits any tax units living on a federally recognized reservation. Some race and ethnicity groups are omitted from this presentation due to sample size limitations. A description of the methodology underlying this analysis is
available at: https://itep.org/itep-tax-model/iteps-approach-to-modeling-taxes-by-race-and-ethnicity.
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Distribution of Race/Ethnicity by Income Level

Minnesota

Tennessee

Lowest 20%

Second 20%

Middle 20%

Fourth 20%

Top 20%

ALL

All

20%

20%

20%

20%

20%

100%

White

18%

19%

20%

21%

22%

100%

Hispanic

27%

30%

23%

12%

7%

100%

Black

40%

26%

18%

10%

7%

100%

Asian

16%

17%

23%

23%

21%

100%

American Indian

34%

30%

20%

8%

8%

100%

Multiple Races

32%

20%

20%

16%

13%

100%

Lowest 20%

Second 20%

Middle 20%

Fourth 20%

Top 20%

ALL

All

20%

20%

20%

20%

20%

100%

White

18%

18%

20%

21%

23%

100%

Hispanic

24%

24%

24%

19%

10%

100%

Black

27%

27%

20%

16%

10%

100%

Asian

10%

13%

19%

27%

31%

100%

American Indian
Multiple Races

-----------------------------------------------No data----------------------------------------------26%

25%

17%

18%

14%

100%

Composition of Each Income Group by Race/Ethnicity

Minnesota

Tennessee

Lowest 20%

Second 20%

Middle 20%

Fourth 20%

Top 20%

ALL

Bottom 80%

All

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

White

78%

82%

85%

90%

92%

85%

84%

Hispanic

5%

6%

5%

2%

1%

4%

5%

Black

10%

6%

4%

2%

2%

5%

6%

Asian

3%

3%

4%

4%

3%

3%

3%

American Indian

1%

1%

1%

0%

0%

1%

1%

Multiple Races

3%

2%

2%

1%

1%

2%

2%

Other Single Race

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

Lowest 20%

Second 20%

Middle 20%

Fourth 20%

Top 20%

ALL

Bottom 80%

All

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

White

68%

68%

74%

78%

86%

74%

72%

Hispanic

5%

5%

5%

4%

2%

5%

5%

Black

24%

24%

18%

15%

9%

18%

20%

Asian

1%

1%

1%

2%

2%

2%

1%

American Indian

-----------------------------------------------No data-----------------------------------------------

Multiple Races

2%

2%

1%

1%

1%

1%

1%

Other Single Race

0%

1%

1%

0%

0%

0%

0%

Source: Institute on Taxation and Economic Policy

Note: Analysis is conducted at the “tax unit” level and includes only non-elderly tax units. This analysis builds on ITEP’s Who Pays? study, 6th edition, and was therefore conducted at 2015 income levels. We have updated the data underlying Who Pays? to include policy changes since that study’s publication as well as some methodological enhancements. All tax units, including those containing people of multiple races, are assigned
to groups based only on the race of the tax unit head. The race of the tax unit head is estimated based on the racial composition of similar sub-household groups using the Census Bureau’s American Community Survey
(ACS). Hispanic tax units may be of any race whereas the racial groups include only non-Hispanic tax units. The “Multiple Races” category only includes tax units where the tax unit head personally identifies as being of
multiple races. The “American Indian” category includes Alaska Native tax units but omits any tax units living on a federally recognized reservation. Some race and ethnicity groups are omitted from this presentation due
to sample size limitations. A description of the methodology underlying this analysis is available at: https://itep.org/itep-tax-model/iteps-approach-to-modeling-taxes-by-race-and-ethnicity.
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